A method for simulation of foveal vision during wear of corrective lenses.
The aim was to simulate the visual appearance of images viewed through corrective lenses having known, arbitrary types and amounts of monochromatic aberration, so that the visual effect of changing the design parameters of the lens could be explored. We first calculate the optical response of the eye and any corrective lens using a numerical model eye. We then use this response as a filter, which we convolve with a selected original (unaberrated) image, to obtain an initial simulated retinal image. This image is then deconvolved by a second filter, which is calculated as the optical response of the eye of the observer who views the final image displayed on a video monitor. The originality of our approach to visual simulation is to take the aberrational characteristics of the observer's eye into account in the calculation. We validated our simulation by comparing images degraded by simulated dioptric blur with real defocused images seen through corresponding optical lenses. When using a small (2.5 mm) pupil size and a "typical" observer wavefront aberration model, there was a close resemblance between optical and simulated blurs. Although it was not necessary to consider the measured aberrations of the subject when simulating vision with a small pupil size, this requirement could not be ignored when vision through a larger pupil was simulated. With a 5.7-mm pupil diameter, use of Shack-Hartmann measurements of the ocular aberrations of the individual observers rather than "typical" levels of aberrations for the entire population gave excellent agreement between the effects of simulated and real defocus blur in monochromatic and polychromatic light. A Bland-Altman analysis of the differences between matching simulated and real blurs for a 5.7-mm pupil in polychromatic light with the model including allowance for individual measured aberrations gave mean differences close to zero and 95% confidence limits of about +/-0.25 D over a defocus range of -2.00 to +2.00 D. The simulation technique can be expected to be a useful tool to evaluate the potential performance of an eye that wears various designs of corrective lens.